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A viscosity model for predicting the complete viscosity curve of glass was developed using a global statistical approach
and more than 2200 composition–viscosity data for silicate glasses collected from over 50 years of scientific literature,
including soda–lime–silica container and float glasses, TV panel glasses, borosilicate fibre wool and E type glasses, low
expansion borosilicate glasses, glasses for nuclear waste vitrification, lead crystal glasses, binary alkali silicates, and
various other compositions. It is shown that, within a measurement series from a specific laboratory, the reported viscosity
values are commonly overestimated at higher temperatures due to evaporation losses during the measurement and glass
preparation; this includes data presented by Lakatos et al (1972) and the recent ‘High temperature glass melt property
database for process modelling’ by published by Seward et al (2005). Similarly, in the glass transition range many experimental data reported for borosilicate glasses are too high due to phase separation effects. The global model developed
here corrects those errors. The model standard error was 9–17°C, with R2=0·985–0·989. The prediction confidence interval
in mass production largely depends on the glass composition of interest, the composition uncertainty, and the viscosity
level. The mixed alkali effect for the viscosity is derived from nonlinear alkali–silica interactions in binary systems.

1. Introduction
The objective of this paper is to develop an accurate
glass viscosity model relevant to commercial application through statistical analysis and based on all
composition–property data available in SciGlass.(1)
The source data in SciGlass originate from numerous
scientific and technical publications from several
decades of research that do not always agree. The
goal in this study is to evaluate and correct systematic
differences between data from specific investigators, thereby making comparable a large number of
data series and previous viscosity models, creating
a broadly founded accuracy, and increasing the
reliability of viscosity predictions. A detailed error
calculation, sensitive to the glass composition of
interest, is intended to provide a dependable viscosity
prediction confidence interval for estimating process
tolerances in the industry.
Viscosity, η, is probably the most important
property in glass making; it strongly influences the
melting and fining conditions in glass furnaces, which
are correlated with the furnace energy consumption.
During glass forming processes the viscosity must be
tightly controlled to maintain a high product quality. The temperatures throughout the glass cooling
schedule are dictated by the viscosity.
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Systematic studies of the viscosity–temperature
relation in glasses were initiated by Vogel,(2) Fulcher(3)
and Tammann et al,(4) and resulted in the now widely
accepted Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) Equation:
log(η)=A+B/(T−To)

(1)

The viscosity depends on the chemical glass composition as well as temperature. As early as the 1920s,
English(5) and Gehlhoff et al(6) were engaged in studies
of soda–lime–silica glasses to establish the sensitivity
of viscosity to compositional changes.
It would be very convenient to be able to calculate
viscosity and its variation with temperature from the
chemical composition of a glass. Numerous publications are devoted to this topic,(7–33) and have been
summarised by Scholze,(34) Volf(35) and Martlew;(36) the
data from such publications have recently been incorporated in the SciGlass information system.(1) The
programs SciGlass(1) and Interglad(37) are equipped
with an automated simple linear multiple regression
feature for the glass properties they contain. Among
the mentioned models, probably most widely used
at present are the empirical approaches of Lakatos
et al(7) (soda–lime–silica, borosilicate fibre, lead crystal), and Fluegel et al(32) (soda–lime–silica, TV panel,
borosilicate fibre wool and E type, low expansion
borosilicate).
Viscosity models that are not based on the directly
empirical method,2 such as the thermodynamic ap-
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proach of Conradt,(22) are not intended to provide
accurate predictions in the first place, but to demonstrate property relations. Therefore, the accuracy
of the directly empirical viscosity models described
in this paper cannot be compared to non-empirical
models. The directly empirical method allows the
highest accuracy, considering the limits of validity
for the model.
For direct empirical modelling most investigators
use their own viscosity measurements as the sole data
source; sometimes findings from another investigator
who is in good agreement are also considered, such
as in the models by Öksoy et al(23) and Fluegel et al(32)
This approach has the advantage that the models
obtained describe the source data very well. However,
important issues remain unresolved.
Experimental viscosity data from various laboratories can differ by 50°C or more, even within simple
glass systems as shown in Figure 1. (Figure 1 also
shows model predictions based on the present work
for later discussion.) Naturally, disagreements in the
data for commercial multicomponent glasses may be
substantially larger than for simple binary glasses;
however, most experimental data for multicomponent glasses are not directly comparable because of
differences in the compositions studied.
As a result of the disagreements between experimental data from different laboratories, the models
derived from those data are also in conflict.(34) For
example, predictions from several models of the

Figure 1. Temperatures at a constant viscosity level of
log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 (~Littleton Softening Point) in the binary system SiO2–Na2O, based on all 29 available data in
SciGlass(1) for c(Na2O)=15–35 mol%. The diagram also
shows the model predictions in this work. The model does
not follow the best fit for the given 29 data points in the
binary system SiO2–Na2O because, in addition, hundreds
of other data are considered in the model
Strictly speaking, all glass property models are empirical by nature because
all are based on observations of one kind or another. Besides the thinking
process itself, nothing is perceived ‘ab initio’. In this paper, the ‘directly
empirical modelling method’ is defined as mathematical analysis and interpretation of only one property, without invoking another property as basis
(not considering the molecular mass and the chemical valency).
2
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glass melting point in °C at a viscosity of 10 Pa s (100
Poise) for the compositions given in Table 1 are listed
in Table 2. All glasses in Table 1 are standards, where
the viscosity (but not the composition except for DGG
I) has been verified by several laboratories, excluding
the soda–lime–silica container glass ‘CO.’ CO is listed
because of its simple composition, which is covered
by most viscosity models. The experimental results
are also shown in Table 2 for comparison.
The few direct empirical viscosity models, that
consider papers by several investigators as data
sources, were published by Bottinga et al,(15) Lyon(14)
and Fluegel et al.(31) However, in these three papers
only a small fraction of the available viscosity data
currently available are considered, and the statistical
modelling procedure used is not developed in detail.
The viscosity model of Priven(1,28) is derived from all
data available in the literature for unary, binary, and
ternary glass systems, and uses multicomponent
glasses for verification purposes only. The advantage
of Priven’s model lies in its practically unlimited application;3 however, it sacrifices accuracy in detail.
The automated simple linear multiple regression
features in the databases SciGlass(1) and Interglad(37)
are not comparable to a careful statistical analysis
carried out by an expert.
No viscosity model known to the author quantifies precisely the error in the predictions for the glass
composition of interest, considering the results of
many investigators. The prediction errors of models
based on data from one single laboratory are not necessarily valid for other laboratories.(32) In the models of
Bottinga et al,(15) Lyon,(14) Priven(28) and Fluegel et al(31)
some overall errors are reported, but prediction errors
valid for a specific composition are not given.
Systematic differences between viscosity data from
different publications have not been investigated,
except in earlier papers by the author.(31,32)
Most viscosity models use the additivity method
wherein the predictions change linearly with the
concentrations of the glass components. While this is
a good approach within limited composition ranges,
it cannot be applied to different glass families simultaneously (such as soda–lime–silica and borosilicate),
and therefore, data based on this approach are not
comparable over wide composition areas.

2. Statistical data analysis
The source data and all references used in this work
are given in the SciGlass database.(1) References for
the larger or otherwise important data series are
displayed in Tables 1 and 8–11. All glass compositions
were converted to mol%. The concentrations of some
Even though the viscosity model by Priven can be applied to virtually
all glasses, the approach itself is not ‘global’ or ‘universal’ because of its
incremental character.(28)
3
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Table 1. Compositions in mol% of glasses for melting point predictions in Table 2
Soda–lime–silica (CO)
container glass(38)

NIST
710A(39)

NIST
711(41)
710(42)
DGG I
717A(40)				

Waste glass
standard (WGS)(44)

SiO2
74·41
71·43
72·25
71·28
72·74
70·94
53·76
Al2O3	  0·75	  1·31	  2·19	  0·51 	  0·11 	  0·72	  3·04
Na2O
12·90	  8·25	  1·03	  3·76	  8·70
14·34
12·54
K2O 	  0·19	  6·27	  5·42	  5·55	  5·07	  0·21	  1·93
MgO	  0·30
-	  6·16	  1·41
CaO
11·27	  9·62
12·82	  7·13	  1·77
SO3	  0·16
-	  0·15	  0·32
Fe2O3 	  0·01
-	  0·01	  0·07	  6·00
TiO2 	  0·01	  0·32
-	  0·10	  1·00
ZnO
-	  2·81
B2O3
16·97
-	  8·24
Li2O
-	  2·14
-	  7·33
PbO
18·90
Sb2O3
-	  0·40
MnO2
-	  1·84
Cr2O3
-	  0·04
ZrO2
-	  0·06
BaO
-	  0·04
NiO
-	  1·00

transition metals in varying oxidation states were
added up to the most common oxidation state. Table
3 lists some constraints imposed during modelling,
although the large number of component combination constraints cannot be listed here due to space
limitations. All limits are given in detail in Ref. 45.
The glass water content varied between 80–642 ppm
by weight.(46) The original viscosity data were used
to interpolate temperatures of constant viscosity
(isokom) at log10(η/(Pa s))=1·5, 6·6 (~Littleton Softening Point for soda–lime–silica glasses), and 12·0
(close to Tg). The glass compositions in mol% were
employed as independent variables for modelling,
while the isokom temperatures were chosen as model
responses. This approach has the advantage that no

assumption is made about the temperature–viscosity
curve, as opposed to models describing the VFT(7,23)
or Arrhenius parameters.(25,33)
Ideally, it would be desirable not to limit the analysis to only three viscosity levels, as has been done
here following the tradition by Lakatos et al (Glass
Technol., 1972),(7) but to include several more with one
for each decimal power, e.g. log10(η/(Pa s))=0, 1, 2, 3, …
12. This would provide a very valuable insight about
the validity of common temperature–viscosity equations, such as Equation (1), over wide temperature
ranges. It is planned to perform this analysis in a
forthcoming publication however, because the study
of three viscosity levels already gives much material
for discussion, it is worthwhile to publish it now. For

Table 2. Predictions from several models of glass melting point and experimental results; the values in parentheses were
calculated by slightly exceeding the model validity limits, as is often practiced
Model

Melting point prediction (°C)
CO
710A
717A

711

710

DGG I

Experiment
1467
1464
1555
1327
1434
1439
Mazurin(1,9)
1440
1428
Bottinga(15)
1494
1525
1475
1443
Lakatos 1972(7)
1478
(1509)
(1441)
(1458)
Lakatos 1976(7)
1473
(1471)
(1444)
(1456)
Lyon(14)
1479
(1461)
(1423)
1454
Sasek(10,34)
1507
(1590)
(1493)
1498
Ledererova(13,34,36)
1529
(1571)
(1498)
1508
Cuartas(12,34,36)
(1460)
(1545)
(1491)
1455
Braginskii(11,34,36)
(1321)
(1436)
Herbert(16)
1321
(23)
a
Öksoy
1438
(290)
(1406)
(1198)a
Öksoyb(23)
1476
(1494)
(1437)
(1456)
Priven(1,28)
1437
1431
1460
1321
1474
1443
Fluegel 2004(31)
1478
1465
1558
1323
1434
1452
(32)
Fluegel 2005
1480
(1534)
(1472)
(1440)
Hrma, 1994(25)
Hrmad, 2006(33)
1475
1437
Hrmae, 2006(33)
1467
(1433)
(1524)
1401
1444
This work
1468
1457
1526
1310
1434
1446
a
unusual predictions caused by the unrealistic coefficients for Fe2O3, TiO2, and SO3
b
neglecting Fe2O3, TiO2, and SO3
c
counting K2O as Na2O because the model is not valid for glasses containing K2O
d
local model for soda–lime container glasses
e
global model for various commercial glasses

WGS
1048
(1282)
(1075)c
1050
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Table 3. Concentration maxima (mol%) for the source data used in modelling
Component

log(η/(Pa s))			
Component
1·5
6·6
12·0		

Ag2O	  0·0003	  0	  0
Al2O3
11·30
12·70
10·00
As2O3	  0·11	  0·11
0·11
B2O3
18·15
16·97
16·97
BaO
10·00	  8·00
19·20
Bi2O3	  2·83	  0
0
CaO
33·47
33·10
50·14
CdO	  0·13	  0
0
CeO2	  3·21	  0·30
0·30
Cl	  1·48	  0
0
Co3O4	  0·05	  0·05
0·05
Cr2O3	  0·35	  0·16
0·16
Cs2O	  0·26	  0
0
CuO	  2·54	  0
0
Eu2O3	  0·86	  0
0
F
10·31
10·31
4·55
Fe2O3	  6·99	  2·15
0·57
Ga2O3	  1·10	  0
0
Gd2O3	  1·54	  0
0
I	  0·08	  0
0
K 2O
41·67
30·00
34·05
La2O3	  0·42	  0
0
Li2O
35·90
33·30
45·00
MgO
16·90
20·00
16·61
MnO2	  3·43	  0·18
0·18
MoO3	  0·33	  0
0
Na2O
44·00
42·00
42·00
Nb2O5	  0·01	  0
0

n Ê
n
È
ˆ˘
bo + ÍbiCi +
b
C
C
+
bikmCiCkCm ˜ ˙
Á ik i k
¯ ˙˚
i =1 ÍÎ
k =i Ë
m=k

Â

Â

6·6

12·0

Nd2O3	  1·78	  0	  0
NiO	  1·87	  0	  0
P2O5	  4·64	  0·85	  0
PbO
49·96
50·00
56·00
PdO	  0·001	  0	  0
Pr2O3	  0·0005	  0	  0
Rb2O	  0·001	  0	  0
ReO2	  0·03	  0	  0
Rh2O3	  0·001	  0	  0
RuO2	  0·002	  0	  0
Sb2O3	  0·17	  0·17	  0·17
Se	  0·02	  0·02	  0·02
SiO2, min·
42·62
42·62
41·40
SiO2, max·
89·20
87·10
91·97
Sm2O3	  0·87	  0	  0
SnO2	  1·83	  0·27	  0
SO3	  1·24	  0·32	  0·33
SrO	  7·37	  7·37
18·02
TeO2	  0·001	  0	  0
ThO2	  1·46	  0	  0
TiO2	  9·26	  3·29
25·00
UO2	  4·19	  0	  0
V2O5	  2·13	  0	  0
WO3	  0·04	  0	  0
Y2O3	  0·91	  0	  0
ZnO	  5·19	  8·00	  2·81
ZrO2	  9·78	  2·77	  1·76

now, the reader is advised to estimate the viscosity
levels not discussed here by application of Equation
(1). Such estimation is very applicable to commercial
glasses (based on earlier studies by the author,(32) and
on the work of Lakatos et al (Glass Technol., 1972),(7)
who centred his model on log10(η/(Pa s))=1·5, 6·5, and
11·5). However, very precise measurements below
common error limits reveal that the VFT Equation (1)
may not be followed exactly; deviations of up to 4°C
have been observed for the glass DGG I.(43)
Details of the statistical data analysis procedure are
described elsewhere.(32,47–48) The equation for viscosity
predictions is
Isokom temperature =
n

log(η/(Pa s))
1·5

Â

(2)

where the isokom temperatures are expressed in °C,
the b-values are the model coefficients in Tables 4–6,
the C-values are the glass component concentrations
in mol% excluding silica, and n is the total number
of glass components excluding silica.
The equations for calculating the confidence interval of the viscosity isokom predictions, considering
the uncertainty of the glass composition of interest,
have been described in earlier publications.(32,47–48) It
must be noted, that all viscosity and error calculations
in this work can be performed conveniently using a
computer program connected to this study.(45)

3. The global viscosity model
Tables 4–6 list all coefficients and corresponding tvalues for the global viscosity model. The standard

Table 4. Coefficients and t-values at log(η/(Pa s))=1·5
Variable

Coefficient

t-value

Constant
1824·497
Al2O3	   19·341	  12·40
B2O3	  −22·347
−25·97
(B2O3)2	    0·60376	  11·69
BaO	  −18·931
−25·61
Bi2O3	  −42·416	  −8·05
CaO	  −17·453
−20·28
(CaO)2	    0·12038	   5·09
CeO2	  −22·418	  −8·07
Cl	   −8·563	  −2·33
CuO	  −30·913	  −5·31
F	  −11·739
−15·51
Fe2O3	  −13·611
−15·81
K2O	  −31·907
−27·61
2
(K2O) 	    0·61234	   9·51
(K2O)3	   −0·006662	  −6·13

16

Variable

Coefficient

t-value

Li2O
−30·336	  −30·42
(Li2O)2	   0·22499	    7·95
MgO	  −5·038	  −12·38
MnO2
−17·050	   −5·11
K2O.MgO	   0·59449	    2·51
Na2O
−30·610	  −53·42
(Na2O)2	   0·27887	   25·22
Nd2O3
−39·662	   −9·41
PbO
−21·349
−144·74
SO3
−13·908	   −2·54
SrO
−17·292	  −22·94
ThO2
−17·185	   −2·97
TiO2
−10·323	  −13·63
UO2
−17·672	   −6·67
V2O5
−21·727	   −5·80
ZnO	  −6·280	   −5·78

Variable

Coefficient

t-value

ZrO2
10·173	  15·86
B2O3×Na2O
−0·28237	  −7·95
B2O3×K2O
−0·27890	  −3·27
B2O3×Li2O
−0·16843	  −3·47
Al2O3×Na2O
−0·23085	  −3·16
Al2O3×Li2O
−0·38421	  −3·94
Al2O3×MgO
−0·44589	  −3·53
Al2O3×CaO
−0·93909
−12·38
Na2O×K2O	  0·58773	   6·70
Na2O×Li2O	  0·20691	   5·64
Na2O×CaO	  0·19254	   5·61
K2O×Li2O	  0·24924	   5·98
K2O×CaO	  0·29628	   2·78
MgO.CaO
−0·17394	  −4·19
Al2O3×Na2O×CaO	  0·033620	   5·44
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Table 5. Coefficients and t-values at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6
Variable

Coefficient

t-value

Constant
939·479
−
Al2O3	   5·812	  10·67
B2O3	  −4·366	  −6·23
(B2O3)2	  −0·17367	  −4·99
BaO	  −3·385	  −7·51
CaO	  −1·791	  −7·64
F	  −9·328
−17·11
Fe2O3
−11·013	  −8·21
K2O
−20·659
−22·15
(K2O)2	   0·58116	   8·45
(K2O)3	  −0·009370	  −5·99
Li2O
−25·075
−29·30
(Li2O)2	   0·46012	  16·42
MgO	   0·930	   2·88
Na2O
−19·051
−25·01
(Na2O)2	   0·32209	   8·93
(Na2O)3	  −0·002080	  −3·59
P2O5	  14·857	   2·01
PbO	  −8·871
−57·79
SrO	  −2·191	  −4·

Variable

Coefficient

t-value

TiO2
−2·862
−1·81
ZnO
−1·065
−1·98
ZrO2
12·425	  7·20
B2O3×Na2O	  0·32005
13·98
B2O3×K2O	  0·42514
16·31
B2O3×Li2O	  0·39626	  5·61
B2O3×CaO
−0·24066
−9·82
Al2O3×Na2O	  0·08442	  2·71
Al2O3×K2O	  0·48055	  7·95
Na2O×K2O	  0·15519	  3·53
Na2O×Li2O	  0·20781	  4·37
Na2O×CaO	  0·09392	  6·65
K2O×Li2O	  0·46938
13·40
K2O×MgO	  0·26354	  9·29
K2O×CaO	  0·47564
14·72
MgO×CaO
−0·15553
−6·35
B2O3×Al2O3×Na2O
−0·033573
−6·23
Al2O3×Na2O×CaO
−0·006780
−2·71
Na2O×MgO×CaO
−0·012589
−4·64

error in a coefficient is given by the coefficient divided
by its t-value. Coefficients not shown in Tables 4–6
have an insignificant influence(32,47–48) on the viscosity.
In Table 7 goodness-of-fit and other related indicators(32,47–48) are displayed, and Tables 8–10 show the
data-series that were systematically corrected in the
model by constant offsets. The properties of large
data-series are provided in Table 11. The correlation
and inverse information matrices are given in Ref. 45.
Residuals, e.g. in Table 7, are defined as the differences between observed and calculated values.

4. Discussion
4.1. Phase separation in the glass softening
range

Multiple regression modelling using polynomial
functions (Equation (2)) described the viscosity data
well for most silicate glasses studied. At the viscosity level log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 (~Littleton Softening
Point), however, the borosilicate standard 717A(40)
appeared as an outlier in the initial modelling stud-

ies. Initially, the predicted Littleton Softening Point
was significantly higher than the value of 719°C
given in the certificate.(40) Such unusual behaviour
was not observed for any other of the six standards
listed in Tables 1 and 12 at any viscosity level. It was
concluded that either the standard or the mean of
all other borosilicate data must be questionable. In
this work it was decided to rely on the borosilicate
standard 717A because it was carefully prepared and
measured in several laboratories as described in the
certificate;(40) phase separation was assumed to be
absent. Concerning other glasses phase separation
effects were considered as explained below. In addition, it was observed that some experimental data in
the literature do not appear to be reliable. For example, rather doubtful borosilicate viscosity curves are
reported by Akimov,(73) such as the one depicted in
Figure 2. All data reported by Akimov were excluded
from the calculations in this study.
The main reason why the standard 717A did not
fit into initial models at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 is the influence of phase separation(74) on the viscosity. Figure 3

Table 6. Coefficients and t-values at log(η/(Pa s))=12·0
Variable

Coefficient

Constant
Al2O3
B2O3
BaO
CaO
(CaO)2
F
Fe2O3
K2O
(K2O)2
(K2O)3
Li2O
(Li2O)2
(Li2O)3
MgO
Na2O
(Na2O)2
(Na2O)3

624·829		
4·929
16·68
−1·121
−3·24
−1·110
−3·75
6·840
20·93
−0·08269 −14·07
−8·123
−9·93
−8·453
−1·77
−12·460
−21·02
0·39706
8·42
−0·005382 −5·05
−11·571
−19·38
0·27802
7·75
−0·002576 −4·41
1·141
4·41
−12·854
−29·36
0·35785
15·09
−0·004179 −10·37

t-value

Variable

Coefficient

t-value

PbO
SrO
TiO2
ZrO2
B2O3×Na2O
B2O3×CaO
B2O3×Al2O3
Al2O3×CaO
Na2O×K2O
Na2O×Li2O
Na2O×CaO
K2O×Li2O
K2O×MgO
K2O×CaO
MgO×CaO
CaO×Li2O
Al2O3×Na2O×CaO

−4·349
1·388
3·864
8·927
0·38413
−0·20958
−0·33380
−0·13741
0·06169
0·08558
−0·10283
0·17538
0·27425
0·22470
−0·21563
−0·88170
0·013868

−54·42
4·80
18·70
4·82
18·10
−7·91
−4·55
−5·44
3·35
5·26
−8·56
9·30
3·61
6·09
−8·30
−7·97
4·21
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Table 7. Statistical model indicators

Table 9. Systematic offsets at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6

log(η/(Pa s))
1·5
6·6

12·0

Number of data
1090
640
597
Degree of freedom
1031
597
558
Standard model error (°C)	   16·5334	   9·7859	   8·8174
R2	    0·9894	   0·9854	   0·9854
R2 (adjusted)	    0·9888	   0·9871	   0·9844
R2 (predicted)	    0·9878	   0·9116*	   0·9827
R2 (validation)**	    0·9881	   0·9812	   0·9835
Standard deviation of residuals (°C)	   16·09	   9·46	   8·53
Observation minimum (°C)	  695·6
405·6
322·9
Observation maximum (°C)
1563·9
980·0
769·5
Observation average (°C)
1201·74
710·92
511·95
Observation standard deviation (°C)	  156·09	  86·01	  70·66
* R2 (predicted) at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 is clearly lower than the other R2
values because one statistical outlier was force-fitted into the model
at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 as explained in the discussion. The statistical
outlier was not in the 20% validation dataset by chance, therefore, R2
(validation) at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 is rather high.
** R2 (validation) was calculated based on the exclusion of 20% of all
data from the model, using the coefficients derived from the remaining
80%. The selection of the excluded 20% of data was performed by
sorting all the data in order of increasing isokom temperature, and
choosing every fifth set.

shows a viscosity curve of a borosilicate glass that has
a strong tendency to phase separate below 753·5°C. At
low temperatures the viscosity is much higher than it
would be expected from high temperature data due
to the formation of a continuous silica-rich phase(75)
during cooling. Many common borosilicate glasses
have a tendency towards phase separation with a
continuous silica-rich phase. This tendency is not as
strong as the example in Figure 3, however, because
of inhibition by Al2O3, K2O, and other components
such as those found in standard 717A. In commercial
glasses, phase separation is also prevented kinetically
through sufficiently high cooling rates.(76, p 92) Figure
4 depicts the metastable immiscibility curve in the
system SiO2–Na2O–B2O3.
Phase separation in common borosilicates occurs
in the glass softening range,(74–76) while at high temperatures the separated phases dissolve mutually,
and at low temperatures in the glass annealing range
it is inhibited kinetically or thermodynamically.(78)
Borosilicate glasses that are cooled sufficiently quickly are homogeneous at low and high temperatures,
while during viscosity measurement in the softening
range, phase separation takes place and the viscosity
Table 8. Systematic offsets at log(η/(Pa s))=1·5
Reference
Allison et al(49)
Eipeltauer et al(50)
Eipeltaueret al(51)
English(5,52)
Kurachi(53)
Ota et al(54)
Evstropiev et al(55)
Preston(56)
Sasek(57)
Shvaiko-Shvaikovskaya(58)
Tang(59)
Washburn(60)
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Offset (°C)
−43·09
28·54
−44·83
−80·28
40·09
−21·95
20·15
−24·59
25·74
−15·13
32·65
56·15

t-value
−12·69
6·78
−11·20
−10·51
7·44
−4·61
3·49
−5·45
6·85
−4·02
4·75
10·52

Reference

Offset (°C)

t-value

Allison et al(49)
–16·75
–8·40
Flannery(61)
–11·88
–3·78
Robinson(62)	  –8·39
–2·37
Yue(63)	  13·78	  2·95

increases.
Hence, in this work the borosilicate standard
717A was introduced in the model at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6
with a tenfold weight compared to all other glasses,
thereby mitigating the influence of phase separation
in other borosilicates. It can be concluded that softening range viscosity data of borosilicate glasses should
be published carefully, only after examining the phase
separation tendency through prolonged viscosity
measurements under isothermal conditions, light
scattering experiments, or similar measures.

4.2. Evaporation loss during melting
It is a curious property of the viscosity models in this
study that most data series show a trend, as depicted
in Figure 5, that to the best of the author’s knowledge
cannot simply be traced back to a linear influence
of any published glass component or component
combination. The data series in Figure 5 from Lakatos
et al,(7) Hrma et al,(38) and the Owens-Illinois Company(67) are important because glass engineers and
scientist frequently use them for viscosity modelling.
Trends similar to those in Figure 5 are not limited to
soda–lime–silica glasses, but also can be observed in
other glass families such as most borosilicates, TV
panel compositions, and lead silicates. The average
of all residual trends of individual data series in this
work is 0·09, i.e. in a series spanning over 200°C the
residuals increase 18°C in going from low to high
temperature isokoms. The residual trend of all data
series combined in the three models of this study
is insignificant, the trends apply to the individual
series only.
Residual trends, as seen in Figure 5, also appear if
all coefficients representing component interactions
and offsets in the tables are excluded, according
to the well known linear additivity principle,(1,34–37)
The trends are also present in very simple viscosity
models, such as that given by considering all binary
SiO2–Na2O glasses in SciGlass,(1) or sometimes even in
viscosity additivity models for one single series, e.g.
the soda–lime–silica container glasses in the ‘High
temperature glass melt property database’.(38,65–66)
It can be stated that residual trends as observed in
Table 10. Systematic offsets at log(η/(Pa s))=12·0
Reference

Offset (°C)

t-value

Allison et al(49)
−8·30
−4·49
Nemilov(64)
−7·01
−3·96
(62)
Robinson
−8·61
−2·61
Shelby(65)	  5·87	  4·39
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Table 11. Properties of large data series ( - residual, - standard deviation, avg. - average, # of data excluding outliers,
corr. - mathematically corrected to zero)
Reference

# of
log(η/((Pa s)))
data		

Δ avg.
(°C)

σ (°C) of
residuals

Hrma et al(38)
122	  1·5
−2·0
20·0
Fluegel et al(66)
140	  6·6
−0·2	  9·0
Shelby(65)
131
12·0
corr.	  8·5
Owens-Illinois(67)	  98	  1·5	  0·3
13·6
102	  6·6	  0·3	  6·2
Lakatos et al(7)	  72	  1·5	  1·8
11·4
	  30	  6·6	  2·3	  4·0
	  30
12·0	  1·7	  3·3
Allison et al(49)	  28	  1·5
corr.
13·5
	  28	  6·6
corr.	  5·2
	  28
12·0
corr.	  4·7
Eipeltauer et al(50,51)	  49	  1·5
corr.
18·3
(68)
Liska 	  35	  1·5	  1·0
17·2
Skornyakov(69)	  32	  1·5
−1·8
13·0
Owens(70)	  40	  1·5	  3·2
15·2
Various authors(25,71)
217	  1·5
−0·7
14·4
Nemilow et al(64)	  24	  6·6
−1·0
13·6
	  48
12·0
corr.	  7·8
Poole et al(72)	  63
12·0	  0·4	  7·4
Shvaiko-Shvaikovskaya(58)	  24	  1·5
corr.
18.6
	  19	  6·6	  0·5	  5·4
	  21
12·0
−2·9	  6·2

Glass type / system
Soda–lime–silica, TV panel, various commercial borosilicates
Soda–lime–silica, TV panel, various commercial borosilicates
Soda–lime–silica, TV panel, various commercial borosilicates
Soda–lime–silica with various additions
Soda–lime–silica with various additions
Soda–lime–silica, lead crystal, borosilicates
Soda–lime–silica, lead crystal, borosilicates
Soda–lime–silica, lead crystal, borosilicates
Soda–lime–silica with small additions of boron oxide
Soda–lime–silica with small additions of boron oxide
Soda–lime–silica with small additions of boron oxide
Binary sodium and potassium silicates
Soda–lime–silica plus TiO2, ZrO2
Soda lead silicates
R-glasses (high CaO, Al2O3, no B2O3)
Glasses for nuclear waste immobilization
Lead silica, alkali silicates
Lead silica, alkali silicates
Alkali silicates, soda–lime–silica
Soda–lime–silica
Soda–lime–silica
Soda–lime–silica

Figure 5 are not caused by the statistical analysis.
Naturally, residual trends in models developed from
only one data series are often relatively insignificant
because the trends are interpreted as compositional
effects. Therefore, the errors of such local models
sometimes appear small, which may not necessarily
reflect the reality.
The residual trends cannot be reduced to a viscosity curve that does not follow the VFT Equation (1) or
non-Newtonian viscous flow because the calculations
in this work are not based on any such assumptions.
It also cannot be concluded that thermocouple or
viscometer calibrations are systematically incorrect,
as such influences cannot be detected in the viscosity
models presented here. Furthermore, it is not possible to link the trends to changing glass chemistry
with increasing temperature because this effect is
accounted for already, evidenced by the fact that no
overall trends can be observed in the models; the
trends appear only in individual series. Instead, an
attempt was made to investigate the relation between
alkali and boron oxide evaporation and the residual
trends. To achieve this an additional variable was
introduced into the models representing the product
of the isokom temperature in °C and the sum of the
volatile oxide concentrations in mol% of Na2O, K2O,

and B2O3. If the product is high, alkali and boron
oxide evaporation can be expected to be more significant. Possible evaporation losses of SO3, F, NaCl, H2O,
ZnO, and PbO were not taken into account.
It turned out that through consideration of
evaporation with a single variable the standard
model errors as seen in Table 7 can be reduced by
about 15%. The fact that the evaporation variable
is so significant at all of the three viscosity levels
shows that evaporation mainly takes place during
the glass melting process. Also quenching of the melt
in water as practiced by Lakatos et al(7) reduces the
alkali and boron oxide content. Meerlender(43) reports
a relatively insignificant viscosity isokom increase
of 1°C at 700°C if the completely melted standard
DGG I (soda–lime–silica glass) is heat treated for 15
h at 1300–1400°C or for 20 h at 1200–1300°C under
otherwise unknown conditions. The evaporation
loss during glass melting is more significant than
after completion of the melting process because of
the high surface area of the batch and gas and water
evolution. Boron oxide readily evaporates in wet
furnace atmospheres.(79) In addition, the ‘loss on ignition,’ used to quantify surface adsorbed water in the
batch materials, is not always evaluated in literature
data. However, the reported chemical analysis of the

Table 12. Agreement between viscosity standards and model predictions
Standards

Isokom temperatures (°C) at viscosity level in log(η/((Pa s)))
1·5		
6·6		
12·0
experiment model
experiment model
experiment

710A(39)
1319
1314
731	  729
717A(40)
1388
1378
719	  731
711(41)
1185
1172
614	  614
710(42)
1293
1294
725	  732
(43)
DGG I
1301
1303
721	  715
WGS(44)	  947	  947
565
(538)*
* The glass composition is outside the model validity limits.

model

545	  551
514	  520
443	  445
556	  564
539	  535
457
(418)*
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Figure 4. Metastable phase separation in the system
SiO2–Na2O–B2O3, temperatures (°C), concentrations in
mol%(74,77)

Figure 2. Viscosity data reported by Akimov (1991)(73)
glass compositions in some large data series(7,38,49,65–67)
theoretically should account for evaporation losses,
especially if the chemical analysis was performed
not before(38,65–66) but after high-temperature viscosity
measurements.(7) This work did not detect that the
chemical analysis has an influence on the composition–viscosity relation because an accurate chemical
analysis of multicomponent silicate glasses is more
difficult than viscosity measurements. For verification, the batched and analysed compositions of
hundreds of borosilicate glasses for nuclear waste
vitrification.(25,71) were compared. It turned out that
the average error (standard deviation of differences
between batched and analysed concentrations) of the
Na2O concentrations for 687 waste glasses containing
an average of 13·4 wt% Na2O was 10·2% of the total
Na2O content, with an evaporation loss of 3·2% of the
total Na2O content. Concerning B2O3 the error was
8·0% of the total B2O3 content of 9·6 wt%, with an
evaporation loss of 0·7% of the total B2O3 content.
As seen in the aforementioned example, evaporation losses during glass melting are difficult to detect
by chemical analysis. According to gravimetric investigations by the author on simplified compositions an
evaporative loss of about 3% of the total Na2O content
is reasonable in laboratory experiments. Assuming
evaporative losses similar to those seen with waste

Figure 3. Viscosity increase caused by phase separation
during cooling(75)
20

glasses, viscosity isokom temperatures for an average
composition in this work would increase by about 9°C
at log(η/(Pa s))=1·5, 4°C at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6, and 2°C
at log(η/(Pa s))=12·0, which is not sufficient to fully
account for the observed residual trends.
The introduction of an evaporation variable for
Na2O, K2O, and B2O3 reduces the residual trends
such as those seen in Figure 5, but it does not remove
them. Either there exist other factors that influence the
composition–viscosity relation at high temperatures
within the measurement series, or the evaporative
loss was not represented correctly by the simple
variable employed in this study. Evaporation does
not increase linearly with temperature as assumed
for simplicity here, but exponentially. Furthermore,
it is possible that the different batch materials used
in each of the various studies have slightly different

Figure 5. Residual trends in °C at glass melting temperatures (The data in the diagram by Hrma et al consider only
soda–lime–silica container and float glasses to maintain
readability)
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compositions which are difficult to analyse in the resulting glass, for example they may contain differing
amounts of physically adsorbed water. In laboratory
experiments of the author often the melted glass is
about 1 wt% lighter than the batch composition suggests, even considering Na2O and B2O3 evaporation.
Varying water content in the batch materials would
result in a different water contents in the resulting
glasses; the water content would be expected to
decrease with increasing melting temperature and
time. Also the melting conditions, for example is
the melting atmosphere wet or dry, can have similar
influences on the glass composition.
In this paper, variables taking into account evaporation and the water content were not introduced in
the final model versions presented in Tables 4–6 because further experimental investigations and modelling work are recommended first. It is suggested
that glasses with high viscosity, high concentrations
of volatile compounds, and based on this work high
residuals, should be studied. In addition, a statistical
analysis dedicated to the glass water content should
be performed, if possible, augmented by selected
experiments. Through a few verification experiments
the prediction errors of the model could be reduced
significantly.
The residual trends are part of the cause (besides
component interactions) of viscosity models based
on a single data series being poor at predicting the
viscosities for other data series, especially if the
glasses in the other series include another area of
temperature-viscosity behaviour.

4.3. Model accuracy
Besides the phase separation effects mentioned
above, glasses within specific composition areas
were not identified as outlier suspects; i.e. sharp
composition–viscosity trends did not seem to exist
that could not be described through polynomial
functions. The glass composition–viscosity relation
appears to show a smooth behaviour. Further phase
separation or crystallisation effects did not occur. It
is possible that sharp composition–viscosity trends
within the limits of validity of the model described
in this work(45) might be discovered in future.
This study enables predictions of the viscosity isokoms temperatures of silicate glasses with a standard
error of 9–17°C based on over 100 references given
in SciGlass(1) and the Tables 1, and 8–11. The degrees
of freedom(32,47–48) in Table 7 are very close to the total
number of the analysed data. There are about 15 times
more data in the models than variables, which makes
them equivalent to a one-variable linear regression
using 15 data points. With one exception the models
do not contain data points with high leverage(32,47–48)
as demonstrated by R2 (predicted) and R2 (valida-

tion) in Table 7. One experimental value of a binary
potassium silicate glass (30 mol% K2O(80)) with high
leverage and large residual was force fitted into the
model at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 because the data point
appeared reasonable compared to other data in the
composition area based on knowledge of the subject
matter.
The similarity between R2 and R2(adjusted) in Table
8 shows that the models are not over-fitted with too
many variables.
The experimental errors derived from fitting all
the data for binary alkali silicate glasses listed in
SciGlass(1) are close to the standard model errors in
Table 7, which is an indicator that the model is not
over- or under-fitted. The model appears to have the
same accuracy as the experimental measurements.
A comparison of hundreds of experimental data
with the model predictions from this work is given
in Table 11. It is not surprising that the majority of
the experimental data agree well with the model because the model is based directly on the experimental
findings, without intermediate assumptions about
the glass structure (formation of chemical equilibria
between structural groups) or property relations (between viscosity and heat capacity, Gibbs free energy
difference of devitrification, enthalpy of melting, thermal expansion, liquidus temperature, surface tension,
molar volume, shear modulus, cooling rate), such
as in the models by Conradt(22) or Priven.(28) On the
contrary, structural group formations and property
relations can be recognised to their full extent only
after a statistical analysis of the available data, such
an analysis has been initiated in this study.
The advantage of the empirical modelling approach is its high accuracy, when the limits of validity
of the model are considered.
Numerous viscosity models due to other authors
exist.(7–33) The global model developed in this study
is more versatile and accurate than previous works,
as demonstrated in Table 2. This is caused by the fact
that the source data of most previous models plus
additional published values were combined in this
paper through advanced statistical analysis. Outside
the limits of validity of this study,(45) other models can
be used.(22,28–29)
An experimental model validation would be superior to the data splitting and R2 (predicted) calculation
procedures used in this work. At present, it is not
possible to compare model predictions to findings
of other investigators because the model includes
all of them. Further experimental investigations are
required.
The data series in Tables 8–10 do not compare well
to findings of other investigators. The offsets of those
series are assumed to indicate systematic measurement errors that had to be corrected mathematically
in this work. The error in the series by Allison et al(49)
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has been reported previously.(31) Some systematic
errors such as those in the work of Eipeltauer et al(51)
can be confirmed by analysing data in binary glass
systems only. The correlation matrices(45) indicate that
the systematic offsets of the series in Tables 8–10 are
not strongly correlated with other model variables,
which means that the offsets cannot be explained
by unique glass composition regions investigated
in those series. However, weak correlations remain.
Further experimental investigations can help improving the accuracy of the systematic offsets.
Data series without systematic offsets in Tables
8–10 and with a low standard deviation, σ, of the
residuals in Table 11 were regarded as being of high
quality (high precision), for example the series reported by the Owens-Illinois Company(67) or Lakatos
et al.(7) The incorporation of those data series in this
study decreases the error of the model and makes
high accuracy predictions possible. In contrast, series
with high σ of the residuals increase the error.
It cannot be claimed that all the compositionviscosity trends found in Tables 4–6 or rejected as
insignificant are of the same accuracy. However,
within the limits of validity of the model(45) all composition–viscosity trends fall within the confidence
interval for the predictions.(45)
The certified values of six viscosity standards agree
well with the predictions of the model listed in Table
12. It needs to be considered that not all viscosity
levels and chemical compositions of the standards
are certified.
Based on all of the statements above it is claimed
that the viscosity models in Table 4–6 are accurate,
including error calculations derived from the inverse
information matrix(48) in Ref. 45. Viscosity isokom
temperatures values of glasses that fall into the application ranges of this work given in Ref. 45, and
with a residual larger than three times the model
standard errors in Table 7 might be questionable.
Previously published viscosity models cannot claim
the same level of accuracy as this study because
they are based on experimental data from only one
or a few selected laboratories as explained in the
introduction, and therefore are missing systematic
inter-laboratory comparison.

4.4.Influence of the glass composition on the
viscosity
All single component coefficients bi from Equation
(2) in the Tables 4–6 have the unit °C/mol%, and they
quantify the viscosity isokom variation caused by the
exchange of 1 mol% SiO2 by 1 mol% of the considered
component. For example, if 1 mol% fluoride ions are
introduced into a silicate glass in exchange for 1 mol%
SiO2, the temperature of constant viscosity (isokom)
at log(η/(Pa s))=1·5 decreases by 11·7°C, while at
22

higher viscosities the isokom temperature decreases
by 9·3 and 8·1°C, respectively.
Because the main component SiO2 was excluded
from the calculation following the slack variable
modelling approach,(32,47–48) all coefficients represent
interactions with SiO2.
For an accurate interpretation of model coefficients, the correlation matrices given in Ref. 45 must
be considered. Unfortunately, none of the variables
are absolutely statistically independent; i.e. all variables interfere more or less mutually. It is believed
that in the immediate future, it will not be possible
to decorrelate all variables completely because this
would require a high number of well planned and
very accurate measurements. Therefore, it is recommended to consider the model coefficients in this paper as preliminary findings until further experimental
data become available. Nevertheless, as long as all
validity limits summarised in Ref. 45 are followed,
accurate predictions are possible.
Because of mutual correlations, it is suggested that
the predictions of the model are compared rather
than coefficient values to evaluate the influences
of various glass components on the viscosity for a
specific practical application, such as in the examples
in Figures 1, 6 to 14, and 16.
The model constants bo in Tables 4–6 theoretically
are supposed to represent the viscosity isokom temperatures of glasses comprising mainly SiO2, and all
components with insignificant influence on the viscosity such as H2O, some fining and colouring agents,
and impurities. However, few experimental data exist
for high silica glasses, and the models in this paper
are not applicable to those composition areas.
Influences of the glass composition on the viscosity
can be extracted from Tables 4–6. General trends are
discussed in other publications.(31–32,34 (p 128,156)) Figures
6 to 12 display spider graphs calculated using the
model for approximate average compositions at
the investigated viscosity levels. In Figure 6 at high
temperature the composition–viscosity functions
(excluding the one for B2O3) appear to be rather
linear, while at lower temperatures in Figures 9 and
11 more curvature is observed. It can be concluded
that the component interactions, which cause deviations from additive linear composition–property
relations, are especially strong at low temperatures.
At high temperatures thermal dissociation reduces
many interactions. Another common tendency is that
most glass components decrease the viscosity at high
temperatures, while at low temperatures significantly
fewer components have a viscosity lowering effect.

4.4.1. Silica
SiO2 always increases the viscosity in common silicate
glasses, especially at high temperatures. At low tem-
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Figure 6. Spider-graph for the given specific base composition using the model at log(η/(Pa s))=1·5; the spider-graph
is different for other base compositions. For any component
addition the ratios of all the remaining components remain
constant
peratures other components can increase the viscosity
more than silica as seen in Figures 11 and 12.

4.4.2. Boron oxide
B2O3 strongly decreases the viscosity at high temperatures, while at low temperatures this influence
is reversed. The coefficients in Tables 4–6 assume that
boron oxide on its own always decreases the viscosity,
however, in interaction with sodium oxide a strong
viscosity increase occurs, which is a manifestation of
the boron oxide anomaly.(34(p138),76(p138)) In Figure 13 it is
demonstrated how the viscosity isokom temperatures
in ternary sodium borosilicate glasses increase upon
replacement of silica by boron oxide. The boron oxide
anomaly involving Li2O and K2O is not represented in
the model in Table 6 at log(η/(Pa s))=12·0 because limited experimental data for common potassium and
lithium borosilicate glasses are available. However,
from the model at the viscosity level log(η/(Pa s))=6·6
(Table 5) it can be concluded that Li2O, Na2O, and
K2O show comparable influences of the boron oxide

Figure 7. Magnification of Figure 6; spider-graph at
log(η/(Pa s))=1·5

Figure 8. Magnification of Figure 7, spider-graph at
log(η/(Pa s))=1·5; polyvalent oxidation states other than
those shown in the figure must be converted to the given
oxides on a molar basis. The 95% confidence interval of
the model mean in Figure 8 is 3–8°C, depending on the
glass composition
anomaly.
With increasing temperature the boron oxide
anomaly decreases as reported in the literature(81) and
comprehensible through application of the model
considered in this study. Therefore, boron oxide
tends to shorten the temperature–viscosity curve of
soda–lime–silica glasses.

4.4.3. Phosphorus oxide
P2O5 increases the viscosity of silicate glasses as
shown in Figure 7, and the coefficients in Table 5.
The not-mentioned (insignificant) coefficient in Table 4 shows that P2O5 does not change the viscosity
isokom at log(η/(Pa s))=1·5 if introduced into a glass
in exchange for silica; i.e. it increases the viscosity
isokom to a similar extent to silica. Especially at low
temperatures P2O5 can cause phase separation and

Figure 9. Spider-graph for the given specific base composition using the model at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 (~Littleton
Softening Point); The spider-graph is different for other
base compositions. For any component addition the ratios
of all the remaining components remain constant
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Figure 10. Magnification of Figure 9; spider-graph at
log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 (~Littleton Softening Point)
crystallisation(76 (p 92)) that may significantly alter the
viscosity.

4.4.4. Alumina and other intermediate glass
oxides
Al2O3 strongly increases the viscosity of commercial
glasses, most significantly at low temperatures,
caused by the elimination of nonbridging oxygen
sites. ZrO2 shows a very similar influence on the
viscosity. Other intermediate glass oxides like TiO2
or ZnO increase the viscosity at low temperatures
or have no influence respectively, while at high
temperatures the viscosity is decreased. Some heavy
oxides such as PbO or Bi2O3 have a strong viscosity lowering effect over the full temperature range
because of their high cation polarisability. Further
intermediate oxide influences can be derived from
the coefficients in Tables 4–6. In particular the model
at log(η/(Pa s))=1·5 given in Table 4 contains a large
number of intermediate glass oxides as the source

Figure 11. Spider-graph for the given specific base composition using the model at log(η/Pa s)=12·0; The spider-graph
is different for other base compositions. For any component
addition the ratios of all the remaining components remain
constant
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Figure 12. Magnification of Figure 11, spider-graph at log(η/
(Pa s))=12·0; to demonstrate the influence of Li2O this graph
is based on a slightly different base composition to previous
figures because of the limits of validity of the model
data including multicomponent glasses for nuclear
waste immobilisation.(25,71)

4.4.5. Alkali and alkaline earth oxides
Alkali and alkaline earth oxides are traditional glass
network modifiers that lead to the formation of nonbridging oxygen sites. They all decrease the viscosity
in the glass melting range approximately in the order
MgO<CaO<SrO<BaO<K 2O<Na2O<Li2O (strongest
effect). The order may slightly change depending
on the glass composition. Various effects seem to
interfere because, interestingly, alkaline earth oxides
with high atomic weight often decrease the viscosity more than alkaline earth oxides with low atomic
weight, but for alkali oxides this trend is reversed. The
alkaline earth oxides possess the ability to bridge over
two non-bridging oxygen sites at low temperature,
thereby strengthening the network and increasing the
viscosity. MgO can show special properties because
of its partial glass forming abilities at high alkali
concentrations.(34(p134))

Figure 13. Comparison of viscosity increase based on boron
oxide anomaly in the ternary system SiO2–B2O3–Na2O
at log(η/(Pa s))=12·0 after Gehlhoff & Thomas(6) and the
model in this work
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Figure 14. Comparison of the viscosity decrease caused by
the mixed-alkali effect in the ternary system SiO2–Na2O–
K2O at log(η/(Pa s))=12·0 after Poole(72) and the models
in this work
It is interesting to note that in binary alkali silicates,
according to the original data(1) and the model in
Table 6 at the viscosity level log(η/(Pa s))=12·0, Li2O
surprisingly does not decrease the viscosity isokoms
as much as Na2O. However, in multicomponent
glasses Li2O has the stronger effect (see Figure 12),
again in agreement with the experimental data in
SciGlass.(1) It is possible that phase separation and
crystallisation in binary lithium silicates(82–83) are the
cause of this behaviour.
One of the most widely studied component interactions in glasses is the mixed alkali effect,(84–86,34 (p 132))
especially for properties based on diffusivity such as
the electrical conductivity. Controversy exists to the
present day about the origin of this effect. The mixed
alkali effect also influences the viscosity. Figure 14 illustrates the observation that at a constant total alkali
concentration ternary mixed alkali silicate glasses
have a lower viscosity than either of the two corresponding binary alkali silicates. This effect can be
observed most distinctly at low temperatures, while
in the glass melting range its influence is significantly
reduced. The mixed alkali effect is the cause of the
stronger influence of K2O as compared to Na2O on the
viscosity isokom temperatures in Figures 11 and 12.
As the viscosity at low temperatures is significantly
reduced, and at the same time at high temperatures
not much change occurs, the mixed alkali effect
extends the glass working range. The mixed alkali
effect for viscosity may also be observed at low total
alkali concentrations, as opposed to that for the
electrical conductivity. For example, Leko(87) found a
deep minimum of the viscosity isokom temperatures
at log(η/(Pa s))=10 in ternary mixed alkali glasses
containing 5 mol% Na2O+K2O total, when there was
no mixed alkali effect for the electrical conductivity.
In contrast, Nemilov(88) did not observe a mixed alkali
effect for the viscosity in ternary sodium potassium
silicates below 10 mol% total alkali content.

The mixed alkali effect has a negative (decreasing)
effect on viscosity isokom temperatures. The model
predictions in this study describe this behaviour well,
as demonstrated by Figures 14, 11, and 12. Therefore,
it is all the more surprising that all mixed alkali
coefficients Na2O×K2O, Na2O×Li2O, and K2O×Li2O
in Tables 4–6 are not negative, but positive. This
cannot be explained by linear variable correlation
effects,(32,47–48) because the correlation matrix(45) shows
that all noteworthy correlations are positive and
reduce the values of the mixed alkali coefficients
Na2O×K2O, Na2O×Li2O, and K2O×Li2O.
During the common model fitting technique applied here(32,47–48) all coefficients are optimised to yield
the simplest result with the maximum R2 value. An
examination of the coefficients in Tables 4–6 shows
that the mixed alkali effect is not obtained through the
coefficients Na2O×K2O, Na2O×Li2O, and K2O×Li2O,
but rather through the coefficients Na2O, (Na2O)2,
(Na2O)3, K2O, (K2O)2, (K2O)3, Li2O, (Li2O)2, and (Li2O)3,
based largely on experimental data from independent
binary alkali silicate systems. The model describes
the viscosity behaviour in binary alkali silicates and
ternary mixed alkali silicates equally well, using
mainly the coefficients for binary alkali silicates.
Therefore, following the logic of the model the
mixed alkali effect for the viscosity is not caused by
alkali–alkali interactions in the first place but mainly
by independent alkali–silica interactions. Alkali–silica
interactions cause small additions of alkali oxide to
pure silica glass to have a relative stronger influence
on the viscosity than large additions. In other words,
the mixed alkali effect is a manifestation of a general
nonlinear composition–viscosity behaviour, well
known in binary alkali silicate glasses.
For additional confirmation of this statement a
simple model was developed, based exclusively
on all available composition–viscosity data for the
binary systems SiO2–Na2O and SiO2–K2O given in the
SciGlass databases(1) listed in Tables 13 and 14. The
derived model is given in Table 15, and the dotted
line in Figure 14 shows its application to the mixedalkali system studied by Poole.(72) It is obvious in
Figure 14 that a mixed alkali effect for the viscosity
derives directly from nonlinear composition–viscosity behaviour of independent binary systems, without
alkali–alkali interaction.
Figure 15 shows the nonlinear composition–viscosity behaviour in binary glasses in one of its extreme cases. The experimental data in Figure 15 were
published by Leko et al,(1,89) and they are well accepted
based on comparable values(34 (p 165)) and the structural
model by Avramov et al.(90) The models in this paper
cannot be applied to the high silica glasses shown in
Figure 15; however, in Figure 1 and Tables 13 and 14 it
is also shown that at higher alkali concentrations the
composition–viscosity curves in the binary systems
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Table 13. Viscosity isokom (v.i.) temperatures (°C)) at
log(η/(Pa s)=12·0 in the binary system SiO2–Na2O from
SciGlass,(1) concentrations in mol%

Table 15. Model based on data from the binary systems
SiO2–Na2O and SiO2–K2O in Tables 13 and 14

Ref.

Na2O v.i.

54
55

33·3
34·0
33·8
35·5
37·1
32·0
23·1
27·6
15·0
20·0
25·0
33·0
40·0
42·0
39·3
34·5
34·0
20·0
30·0
25·0

Constant
596·911
Na2O	  −6·801
−5·45
(Na2O)2	   0·061754	  2·82
K2O	  −7·070
−3·92
(K2O)2	   0·081970	  1·85
R2	   0·8056
Standard model error (°C)	  15·6558

94
96

101
102
103
105
108

Ref.

430·0 58
433·9		
443·5		
445·0		
428·1		
449·0 5
461·1 95
456·0		
553·4 97
498·8 98
463·9		
447·2		
405·2		
399·0 100
427·3		
421·0 6
439·6 104
484·4 106
462·2		
448·1

Na2O

v.i.

Ref. Na2O

20·0
25·0
30·0
35·0
40·0
24·8
33·3
50·0
40·0
15·5
16·9
22·8
33·6
33·0
15·0
17·5
25·0
17·1
19·6

470·7
92
461·0
93
455·0		
444·4		
419·8
64
477·8		
441·6		
415·7
72
431·3		
530·9		
482·5		
459·7		
434·7
99
464·1		
499·9		
470·0		
454·6		
486·7
63
479·2
107

33·4
30·0
19·8
17·2
20·0
13·0
20·0
14·7
20·1
24·8
34·5
39·5
17·5
28·5
33·3
41·0
30·3
26·0
25·0

v.i.
457·1
462·1
465·3
476·6
472·8
578·0
473·0
503·8
475·7
464·6
440·5
407·6
474·0
484·1
457·0
405·1
463·0
471·7
460·7

SiO2–Na2O and SiO2–K2O are nonlinear. Additional
examples of nonlinear composition–property behaviour have been provided by Mazurin et al(91) using the
SciGlass database.(1)
The positive coefficients for Na2O×K2O, Na2O×Li2O,
and K2O×Li2O could be caused by interactions between two different alkali oxide–silica bonding structures, which have a comparatively weak influence
on the viscosity. On the other hand, the mixed alkali
effect for viscosity is largely based on interactions between alkali oxides and silica, which have a comparatively strong influence on the viscosity, without direct
alkali–alkali interference. Alkali ion interactions in
mixed alkali glasses through ion pair formation cannot be conclusively verified experimentally,(109) which
means the modelling efforts of Lyon, which assume a
theoretical mixed alkali compound Na2K2O2 in glass,
appear unreliable.(14) The fact that mixed alkali glasses
produced at temperatures below Tg by ion exchange
sometimes show a mixed alkali effect for the electrical
conductivity(110) and sometimes do not(111) underscores
the importance of interaction with the major network
former that mainly occurs during heating of those ion
exchanged glasses above Tg.

Variable

Coefficient

t-value

According to the model, the mixed alkali effect for
viscosity is not a special case that occurs exclusively in
mixed alkali silicate glasses. Many glass components
show nonlinear composition–viscosity trends. The
literature reports mixed alkaline earth(112) (see also
Figure 16), mixed oxide,(110,113) mixed anion,(114) mixed
alkali–water,(115) and mixed glass former(116) effects
that even occur in glasses where nonbridging oxygen
sites are absent.(117) In addition, mixed mobile ion,(118)
and similar effects(86,119) are known for other properties
and quite possibly also occur for viscosity. Naturally,
the mixing effects can only be observed as viscosity
minima or maxima as long as the influences of the
considered components are similar; otherwise, the
strong difference between both influences leads to a
more or less nonlinear composition–viscosity function without extrema if mixing effects are present.
From the MgO×CaO coefficients in Tables 4–6
it appears that the simultaneous presence of MgO
and CaO in a glass decreases viscosity isokoms,
especially at low temperatures. It is likely that the
negative MgO×CaO coefficients are a manifestation
of a mixed alkaline earth effect that could not be
reduced otherwise to MgO and CaO squared and
cubic terms, based mainly on binary alkaline earth
silicates, because those glasses are difficult or impossible to prepare.
The models in this study do not explain the
cause of the mixed alkali effect for the viscosity and
similar composition–viscosity trends, but they show
that the mixed alkali effect and nonlinear composi-

Table 14. Viscosity isokom (v.i.) temperatures (°C) at
log(η /(Pa s))=12·0 in the binary system SiO2–K2O from
SciGlass,(1) concentrations (mol%)
Ref.
64

K2O

v.i.

Ref.

K2O

30·0
448·4
72	  8·0
13·0
517·5		
10·6
20·0
490·7		
18·0
30·0
448·0		
18·5
13·0
517·0		
24·5
20·0
491·0		
29·2
105
20·0
492·0		
34·1
54
33·3
471·6
33·3*
490·0*
* This value may be considered an outlier.
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v.i.
554·9
519·6
495·9
498·2
477·1
454·8
447·6

Figure 15. Isokom temperature at log(η/(Pa s))=6·6
(~Littleton softening point) in the binary glass system
SiO2–Na2O after Leko et al(89)
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Figure 16. Model calculation of the isokom temperature at
log(η/(Pa s))=6·6 (~Littleton softening point) in the glass
system SiO2–Na2O–CaO–MgO. The 95% confidence interval of the model mean in Figure 16 is 2–6°C, depending
on the glass composition
tion–viscosity trends in binary glasses largely have
the same origin, namely interactions of individual
alkali oxides with glass network formers rather than
interactions between alkali oxides. Details of those
network former–alkali interactions remain the topic
for other research such as that of Avramov et al,(90)
especially with regards to such extreme behaviour
as that seen in Figure 15.
If this hypothesis concerning the mixed alkali effect for the viscosity holds true, it should not vanish
at low alkali concentrations because at low alkali
concentrations the composition–viscosity behaviour
becomes strongly nonlinear as seen in Figure 15. This
is in agreement with experimental observations on
silicate glasses made by Leko(87) who observed the
mixed alkali effect at 5 mol% total alkali content, and
in disagreement with observations by Nemilov(88) who
did not observe it at 10 mol% total alkali content.
It would be interesting to apply the approach
presented here to the mixed alkali effects of other
properties, especially the electrical conductivity.
For this purpose it needs to be considered that the
mixed alkali effect must have at least two causes with
opposite influence. If only one cause existed (glass
network weakening) then with decreasing viscosity
the conductivity would increase when alkalis are
mixed. However, the mixed alkali effect leads to a
decrease of the electrical conductivity (ion mobility
reduction). Glass network weakening by itself leads
to an improved ion mobility. This contradiction is
recognised but not often discussed or even understood in the literature(84,p260) because the main focus
of mixed alkali research is centred on the electrical
conductivity, i.e. the reduction in ion mobility. With
respect to viscosity the mixed alkali effect appears
to be mainly due to the mixing of two independent
binary systems, in the case of the electrical conductivity strong alkali–alkali interactions need to be taken

into account. This agrees in principle with Kim et
al,(120) who conclude from their experiments that
the mixed alkali effects for viscosity and electrical
conductivity must be considered separately. It is possible that the Na2O×K2O, Na2O×Li2O, and K2O×Li2O
interactions in Tables 4–6, that moderately increase
the viscosity, have a strong impeding effect on the
alkali ion mobility. If proven correct, those opposing
causes might be the reason why the mixed alkali
effect for the electrical conductivity is not observed
at low alkali concentrations; i.e. network weakening
and reduction in ion mobility due to alkali–alkali
interactions cancel each other as far as ion mobility
is concerned. In this respect it is beneficial to evaluate
the experimental findings of Ivanov,(121) according to
which the conductivity minimum in mixed alkali
germanate glasses not only disappears at low alkali
concentrations into a linear function, but beyond
this, the curvature slightly reverses from concave to
convex. Accordingly, at very low alkali concentrations
it could be speculated that the mixed alkali effect for
electrical conductivity may reverse if the influence
of the network weakening on the ion mobility is
stronger than the reduction in ion mobility caused
by alkali–alkali interactions.

4.4.6. Anions and water
Fluoride and chloride ions in glass lower the viscosity because of the creation of terminal Si–F and
Si–Cl bonds. Polar molecules such as H2O lower the
viscosity as well, based on dissociation and reaction
with Si–O bonds. The influence of water could not
be detected in this work because of the few available
data and the difficulty of H2O analysis in glass.(122)
However, the viscosity lowering effect of H2O is well
known in the literature.(34(p145),115,123) Also sulfur oxides
and associated anions, expressed commonly as SO3,
decrease the viscosity of glass melts, while in the glass
transition and softening range no influence could be
detected because of the few available data.

5. Conclusions
Models based on multiple regression using polynomial functions for estimating the temperatureviscosity behaviour of silicate glasses from their
chemical composition have been developed. The
models combine the majority of the published data
relevant to commercial glass production and the
previous models derived from them in unified equations. The accuracy of prediction could be improved
through an advanced statistical analysis approach,
for example by analysing systematic differences between laboratories. Detailed error calculations for the
predictions are possible, considering the uncertainty
of the chemical glass composition of interest.(45) The
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accuracy of prediction is comparable to measurement
series performed in several laboratories, and it is
superior to the accuracy of a single measurement.
The presented models provide a new approach
to the mixed alkali effect. It has been shown that the
mixed alkali effect for viscosity is largely not caused
by alkali–alkali interactions, but rather by nonlinear
alkali–silica interactions. The mixed alkali effect for
viscosity is not limited to mixed alkali glasses or
alkali oxides, but can occur in any other system
where nonlinear composition–viscosity behaviour
is observed.
Evaporation losses during glass melting have
been demonstrated to influence the viscosity significantly.
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